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Interference effects in second-harmonic generation within
an optical cavity
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An experiment is described that investigates certain interference effects for second-harmonic generation within
a resonant cavity. By employing a noncollinear geometry, the phases of two fundamental beams from a frequency-
stabilized dye laser can be controlled unrestricted by the boundary conditions imposed in an optical cavity contain-
ing a KDP crystal and resonant at the second harmonic. The fundamental beams are either traveling or standing
waves and generate either one or two coherent sources of ultraviolet radiation within the cavity. The experiment
demonstrates explicitly the dependence of second-harmonic phase on the fundamental phases and the dependence
of coupling efficiency on the overlap of the harmonic polarization wave with the cavity-mode function. The mea-
surements agree well with a simple theory.

1. INTRODUCTION

There has recently been a renewed interest in parametric in-
teractions inside resonant cavities both because of the complex
dynamical behavior that may be exhibitedl1 2 and because of
the quantum-statistical properties of the radiation that may
be produced by such cavities.3-5 In particular, continuous-
wave systems are considered in which single modes of fun-
damental and harmonic radiation interact within an inter-
ferometer that is nearly resonant at the two frequencies in-
volved. It is, however, sometimes overlooked that the manner
in which cavity modes will influence each other can depend
strongly on the spatial overlap of the nonlinear polarization
and the cavity-mode functions. Since the radiated harmonic
wave lags the polarization wave by 90°, the mode functions
must exhibit a similar phase relation or else the coupling be-
tween them will be small.

These ideas are of course well known and were established
in the earliest experiments in nonlinear optics, especially in
the context of second-harmonic generation and parametric
oscillation in resonant cavities.'- 1 4 In their early theoretical
treatment of the coupling between the fundamental and
second-harmonic modes of a confocal cavity, Kingston and
McWhorter 6 were aware of the difficulty of experimentally
obtaining simultaneous resonance of both frequencies.
Oshman and Harris8 predicted self-pulsing behavior in a
doubly resonant parametric oscillator within a laser cavity,
and this was later observed experimentally by Smith and
Parker.9 Smithl' also discussed theoretically the case of
second-harmonic generation within a laser cavity. Gonzalez
et al." conducted an experiment on intracavity harmonic
generation that involved phase effects. A detailed theoretical
treatment of phase effects in intracavity second-harmonic
generation with some experimental results was given more
recently by Volosov et al.'2 Extensive reviews regarding the
operation of optical parametric oscillators are available.' 3 "14

In an attempt to demonstrate somewhat more explicitly the
effects of relative phase on the coupling of fundamental and
harmonic fields, we have designed an experiment in which the
phases of two incident fundamental beams and the generated

second-harmonic beam can be varied independently. The
harmonic beam is allowed to resonate in a cavity noncollinear
with the fundamental beams, and the overall length and ab-
solute position of the cavity relative to the doubling crystal
can be varied. In terms of the coupling coefficient K defined
in Refs. 1, 6, and 8, we are able to vary K by a simple change of
phase of the fundamental, thus modulating the intensity of
the second harmonic over a large range. Preliminary to a
discussion of our experiment in Section 3, we recall in Section
2 well-known results for noncollinear frequency doubling and
apply the formalism to the specific geometry that we wish to
consider.

2. NONCOLLINEAR SECOND-HARMONIC
GENERATION

In noncollinear second-harmonic generation two fundamental
beams interact inside a birefringent crystal to produce the
second harmonic along the bisector of the beams, as shown in
Fig. 1. Note that the angle 2 is the angle of intersection
between the two fundamental beams inside the crystal. In
all the cases to be considered we will use the plane-wave ap-
proximation, which can be justified if the length of intersec-
tion is well within the Rayleigh length, and we will restrict our
attention to the regime of small conversion efficiencies so that
the fundamental beams may be considered to be constant in
amplitude. Furthermore, we will neglect beam walk-off, since
in our experiment the crystal is very short and the resonance
cavity for the second harmonic is separate from that for the
fundamental.

The two fundamental fields (E1, 2) in Fig. 1 are taken to
have the form

El(r, t) = El(r)el exp[-i(ct + Klx sin :
- Klz cos - 01)] + c.c.,

e2 (r, t) = E2 (r)0 2 exp[-i(cot - K2x sin 

- K2 Z COS - 2)] + C.C.,

where the complex amplitudes (El, E2 ) and wave vectors in-
side the crystal (K1 , K2) are chosen such that
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Fig. 1. Noncollinear second-harmonic generation of E3 from two
fundamental traveling waves (El, E2).

E11 = E21 E,

Ku =K 21 -K. (2)

O1 and 02 are unit polarization vectors, Ol and 2 are initial
phases, and the z and x axes are along the bisectors of the in-
cident rays as shown. For such an arrangement the induced
polarization at the second harmonic is' 5 -'8

Pi(2 -)(Z, t) = 2 F_ Xijkeje2kE1E2
jk

X exp[-i(2wt - 2Kz cos l- - 02)] + c.c.,

(3)

with X as the nonlinear susceptibility tensor as defined in Ref.
18. Assuming low conversion efficiency and negligible ab-
sorption losses in the crystal, we then have in cgs units for the
complex amplitude E(2w) of the second-harmonic field of wave
vector K3 propagating in the medium of index n2w,

d Ei (20(z) =- exp[-i(K 3 - 2K cos )z]
dz n2wC jk

X Xijkelje2kE 2 exp[i(ol + 2)1- (4)

Integrating over the crystal length L, we obtain the well-
known result'6 -20

sin(AKLI2)
E,(2.)(L/2) = iDiE2 exp[i O + 2)] ' (5)

(AKL/2)

or in the phase-matched case, AK =_K3 - 2K cos 1 = 0,

second-harmonic beam. h, h2 are the respective optical
distances of Ml, M2 from the center of the crystal. The
amplitude of the right-generated second-harmonic wave on
exiting the crystal face is the same as that given by Eq. (6),

Er(2 w)(L/2) = iDE2 exp[i(Ol + 2)], (8)

where the suffix r denotes right generated. The return fun-
damental waves have the form El exp [-i (cot - Kx sin # + Kz
cos - 0)] and E2 exp[-i(ot + Kx sin 3 + Kz cos ,B- 02)],
where 0 and 02 are the phases generated in transit to and from
the mirrors Ml, M2. By analogy with Eq. (6), the left-gen-
erated harmonic field leaving the left crystal face has ampli-
tude

Ei(2w)(-L/2) = iDE2 exp[i(Ol + 02)]. (9)

If we assume a phase change of Or on reflection at the mirrors
Ml and M2 and take k to be the wave vector in air, then

01 = O1 + 2kh, + Okr,

02 = 2 + 2kh2 + r- (10)

Writing h, + h2 = H and substituting Eqs. (10) into Eq. (9),
we have

El (2w)(-L/2) = iDE 2 exp[i(1O + 02 + 2kH + 2 1r)].

After reflection from mirror MA with a phase change y, the
field arriving at the right crystal face is thus

El (2)(L/2) = iDE 2 exp[i(kl + 02 + 2kH
+ 2k 3 s2 + 2¢r + 7)], (11)

with K3 = n2wk 3. Adding Eqs. (8) and (11), the total right-
going field is

Er+, (2 w)(L/2) = iDE 2 exp[i (il + '12)]

X {1 + exp[2i(kH + k3 S2 + 4'r211,

with 4'r 2 Or + 7, SO that

IEr+l(2w)(L/2)12 = 2(1 + cos i)D
2E4 , (12)

where i = 2k(h, + h2) + 2k3s2 + 1r-

Ei (2w)(L/2) = iDiE2 exp[i(¢l + ')2)],

with

87rwL
Di = F Xijkeje2k-

n2,,c jk

Hence

IE(2
w)(L/2)1

2
= D

2
E

4
.

(6) From Eq. (12) it can be seen that by varying the distance
h1 , h2 , or s2 the second-harmonic output may be modulated.
Variation of S2 of course gives rise to a trivial modulation of
the second-harmonic field Er+l as in any interference exper-
iment. The dependence of Er+l on (hi, h2) is of more interest
since it demonstrates the dependence of the second harmonic
on the absolute phase of the fundamental. The maximum

(7) output possible is 4D2E4, which, as would be expected, is four

Given these basic results, we will now study the effects of
changing the relative phases of the fundamental and sec-
ond-harmonic beams for various traveling- and/or standing-
wave configurations.

A. Two Second-Harmonic Beams from Two
Fundamental Standing Waves
In Fig. 2 the mirrors Ml and M2 reflect the fundamental
beams back, thus setting up two standing waves, and an ad-
ditional second harmonic wave is generated in the left-going
direction by the reflected fundamental beams. Mirror MA
then reflects this second-harmonic traveling wave El(2w)
(-L/2) back so that it interferes with the forward-generated

MA
Z

Fig. 2. Generation and superposition of two second-harmonic waves
[Er (20), El (2)] from two fundamental standing waves.
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Fig. 3. Unidirectional generation of a single second-harmonic beam
within a resonant cavity.

Fig. 4. Generation of two second-harmonic beams from two fun-
damental standing waves within a cavity resonant at the second
harmonic.

times greater than for the single-beam case, but, on the other
hand, complete destructive interference is also possible. It
will be noted that only half the change in length of S2 is re-
quired to produce the same phase change of 4' as would be
required by changing h1 or h2 -

B. Single-Harmonic Beam in a Resonant Cavity
Consider next the case shown in Fig. 3 where the second har-
monic is allowed to resonate in a cavity made up of two mirrors
both of reflectivity R and transmissivity T at optical distances
s1 and S2 from the center of the crystal. Let a/2 be the ab-
sorption loss per unit length of the crystal, which until now
we have assumed to be negligible. At the crystal face (z =
L/2) the right-going harmonic field in the cavity is given by

ER(2w)(L/2) = Er(2w)(L/2)(1 + r2 exp[-aL + 2ik 3(sl + S2)]
+ r2 exp[-aL + 2ik 3(sl + s2)fl 2 + ... )
= Er(2 -)(L/2)/[1 - R exp(-aL + i6)], (13)

where Er(2Wo)(L/2) is the same as that in Eq. (8), r is the re-
flection coefficient for the mirror (r = I rl e iY with rl 2 = R), and
6 = 2k3(s1 + S2) + 2. The intensity transmitted through
mirror MB is thus

IR (2) a TIER (20 2

- TD 2
E

4
/[(1 - Re-aL) 2

+ 4Re-aL sin
2
(k3 s + y)],

(14)

where s = S1 + S2. JR (2w) thus displays the resonant structure
associated with the Fabry-Perot interferometer.

C. Two Harmonic Beams from Two Standing Waves in a
Resonant Cavity
With the configuration shown in Fig. 4 the harmonic output
transmitted through mirror MB is given by the combination
of expression (14) and Eq. (12), i.e.,

IR+L(2w) 2(1 + cos 4')TD2E4 (15)
(1 - Re-aL)2 + 4Re-aL sin2 6/2

Here we see that there are two phase factors involved, cos 4
and sin2 6/2. Variation of 6 corresponds to the usual scanning
of a Fabry-Perot cavity as described in Subsection 2.B.

Variation of 4 corresponds to variation of the coupling con-
stant K since K

2 K (1 + cos O'). By suitable choice of 4, the
resonance peaks of IR+L (2w) may be enhanced by a factor of
4 or extinguished altogether. The phase 4' that produces this
overall modulation of the Fabry-Perot peaks depends both
on the phases of the fundamental beams and on the absolute
position of the resonator relative to the fundamental stand-
ing-wave pattern inside the nonlinear crystal. This latter
dependence may be seen by examining expression (15). For
-y = 0, resonance in the cavity requires that s = sI + s2 =

m(X3 /2) in the denominator, where m is an integer. If this
condition is satisfied and if the cavity is moved as a whole
(keeping s constant) along the z direction, then 4' in the
numerator will be changed through its dependence on s2, again
modulating the output intensity.

The results of the above calculation may be readily ex-
tended to the collinear case as well. For the simplest collinear
geometry that might be imagined, the frequency-doubling
crystal would be placed inside a standing-wave cavity formed
by two mirrors that are highly reflecting at both w and 2w.
This cavity would then be driven by a single beam through one
of the mirrors. Our analysis has shown that for this config-
uration almost no second harmonic would be generated. This
is because the boundary condition demanding that the har-
monic wave have nodes at the mirrors [as in Fig. 5(a)] is not
commensurate with the fact that the radiated harmonic wave
lags the polarization wave by 7r/2 [as in Fig. 5(b)]. To satisfy
the cavity boundary conditions one would have to introduce
suitable dispersive elements between the ends of the crystal
and the mirrors,10 thus shifting the phase of the harmonic by
(2p + 1)(r/2) while maintaining a change in the fundamental
of q- (with p,q both integers). As the relative position of the
nodal patterns is changed, the coupling constant K of funda-
mental to second harmonic oscillates between a maximum and
a minimum value since K is proportional to cos ip/2. For
Gaussian beams in a crystal of length comparable with the
confocal parameter, similar considerations apply.7

Amptud e

mirror
(a)

(b)
Fig. 5. Collinear frequency doubling in a Fabry-Perot cavity in
which both the fundamental (solid line) and the second harmonic
(dashed line) are resonant. (a) Reflection at cavity mirror showing
relative phase of fundamental and harmonic standing waves. (b)
Phase of generated second-harmonic field relative to the fundamental
standing wave within the nonlinear crystal. Dispersive elements at
the mirror itself or within the cavity must be used to compensate (a)
relative to (b), otherwise little second harmonic will be coupled into
the cavity mode.
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He-Ne

589nm
Fig. 6. Schematic of optical arrangement. Mirrors Ml and M2 are
used to create two fundamental standing waves within the KDP
crystal. Mirrors MA and MB form an optical resonator for the gen-
erated second harmonic at 295 nm.

3. EXPERIMENT

We describe in this section a series of experiments conducted
to investigate the interference in second-harmonic generation
as discussed in the previous section. The optical arrangement
employed is shown in Fig. 6. The source for the fundamental
radiation is a single-mode dye laser that is frequency stabilized
to 300 kHz rms and polarized in the vertical plane. The
fundamental beam is focused such that the two beams
emerging from the beam splitter BS interact in the nonlinear
crystal close to their Gaussian waists and such that the gen-
erated second harmonic is approximately mode matched to
the cavity formed by mirrors MA and MB. Two totally re-
flecting mirrors Ml and M2 of radius of curvature 25 cm are
used to retroreflect the fundamental beams. Distortion of
the fundamental beam produced by an optical isolator causes
the focused beams at the nonlinear crystal to have unequal
waists in the horizontal and vertical directions. In the hori-
zontal plane the apparent waists are Wh (w) = 129 Aum and
Wh (2() = 95 Am located 63 and 9 mm from the nonlinear crystal
on the side of MA, while in the vertical plane w, (w) = 185 Am
and w, (2w) = 139,4m located 44 and 4 mm from the crystal on
the side of MB. The crystal is well within the Rayleigh
lengths of all waists. The second-harmonic cavity is 38 cm
long and consists of mirrors MA and MB of radius of curvature
30 cm and reflectivity of 0.9988 at 295 nm. The mirrors Ml,
M2, MA, MB are all mounted on cylindrical piezoelectric
transducers.

The nonlinear medium is an antireflection-coated KDP
crystal of dimensions 10 mm X 10 mm X 1.5 mm from Quan-
tum Technology. The KDP crystal is cut for Type I angle
phase matching with two noncollinear ordinary beams giving
an extraordinary second-harmonic beam. The exterior angle
between the fundamental beams is 12.40, and maximum UV
output is obtained when the crystal is rotated 30 from its
symmetric position. The calculated phase-matching angle
of 68.70 corresponds to a walk-off angle of about 1.20. The
total transmission losses through the crystal were measured
with a Cary 17DX spectrophotometer to be 8.8% at 295 nm.

The UV output power is maximized by adjusting the or-
ientation and translational position of the crystal with respect
to the fundamental beams, as well as by optimizing the overlap
of the latter, in the absence of Ml, M2, MA, and MB. The UV
power is then measured as a function of the square of the in-
cident power in one of the fundamental beam arms. Excellent

linearity is obtained as expected from the lower power and
hence low conversion efficiency (1.3 X 10-9 W of UV from
50-mW power in each arm) of our experiment. A theoretical
calculation based on Refs. 20 and 21 with X14 = 2d 4 = 2.2 X
10-9 cm/dynl/2 or Xef = 2.05 X 10-9 cm/dynl/2 , L = 1.5 mm,
w = (average of horizontal and vertical radii at the center of
the crystal) = 170 Am gives the UV power to be -1.6 X 10-9
W. The discrepancy between calculated and measured values
is within the limits of experimental error. It should be
pointed out that the interaction length of the beams, in our
case 3 mm, is actually longer than the crystal.

Given this description of the basic characteristics of the
arrangement shown in Fig. 6, we now turn to a discussion of
three experiments that illustrate the results derived in Section
2.

(a)_

-o

(b)

_~~~~~~~~~~-

(c) - ~~~~~~~~~0

Fig. 7. Variation of intensity of second harmonic for the configu-
ration illustrated in Fig. 2 and Eq. (12). In (a)-(c) the horizontal axis
corresponds to voltage applied to a piezoelectric transducer (the di-
agonal line in the figure is the voltage versus time). The ordinate in
each photograph is the UV intensity, with different sensitivities in
(a)-(c). (a) Mirror MA is scanned, thus varying A in Eq. (12) through
the dependence on s2 (ordinary two-beam interference). (b) Mirror
Ml is scanned varying i in Eq. (12) through the dependence on h,
(phase of one funidamiental beam). (c) Mirrors Ml and M2 are
scanned simultaneously varying 4 in Eq. (12) through the dependence
on (h1 + h2) (phases of both fundamental beams).
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Fig. 8. Fabry-Perot resonances produced by a variation of S2 and
hence of the cavity length for the situation illustrated in Fig. 3 and
expression (14).

A. Two Second-Harmonic Beams from Two
Fundamental Standing Waves
Mirrors Ml, M2, and MA are arranged as in Fig. 2, and each
can be driven separately with a voltage ramp so that h, h2 ,
and 2 in the phase t of Eq. (12) can be separately scanned.
When Ml and M2 are driven simultaneously from the same
ramp, (h1 + h2) is scanned. Traces of the UV signal obtained
versus transducer voltage, i.e., versus distance scanned, after
the nonlinear responses of the various transducers are taken
into account are shown in Figs. 7(a)-7(c). It can be seen that
strong interference occurs between the two UV beams, with
an oscillation period corresponding to a change of X3/2 in s2
or in (h1 + h2), but for h alone being scanned, the oscillation
period doubles, i.e., a change of 3 is required. This is in
complete accordance with Eq. (12) and demonstrates the
variation of phase of the second harmonic with phase of the
fundamental. However, the minimum signal level never
reaches zero. This is due to the fact that the backward-gen-
erated UV field El (2o) is greater than the forward field Er (20)

(L/2), which is caused by mismatch at the mirrors Ml and M2
of the distorted Gaussian beam radii of the fundamental
beams, resulting in tighter focusing of the latter on reflection.
The erratic fine oscillations seen in the photographs are due
to fluctuations in phase of the fundamental, caused by me-
chanical vibrations of mirrors. A similar experiment was
reported by Yarborough et al., who used the dispersion of air
to compensate for the phase shift between fundamental and
second harmonic in a two-pass experiment.2 2

B. Single Second-Harmonic Beam in a Resonant Cavity
With the configuration of Fig. 3, we can scan mirror MA to
produce UV resonance peaks of the Fabry-Perot cavity, as
discussed in Subsection 2.B and illustrated in Fig. 8. Here
the scanning of MA corresponds to a variation of s2 , with the
time between two peaks corresponding to a change in distance
of 0.5 A. The small peaks in the photograph correspond to
transverse modes of the cavity that are excited by the nonideal
waist configuration, as previously described. The measured
finesse of 27 is somewhat lower than the calculated finesse of
35, which is based solely on the losses at the crystal.

C. Two Harmonic Beams from Two Standing Waves in a
Resonant Cavity
With the final arrangement of Fig. 4 and with MA again
scanned, the height of the resonant UV peaks transmitted

through MB can be varied, unlike the single-beam case above,
by applying a dc voltage to the transducers of Ml, M2, or MB.
The maximum height obtainable is 3.25 times greater than in
the previous case, as may be seen by comparing Figs. 9(a) and
9(c). Such an increase is expected from the extra factor of 2(1
+ cos A) in expression (15) compared with expression (14).
The reduced magnification factor of 3.25 instead of 4 may be
attributed to the difference in amplitudes of the left- and
right-generated UV fields. By suitably adjusting the dc
voltages applied to Ml and/or M2 a minimum for the UV
output can be obtained, as shown in Fig. 9(b). This minmum
value is approximately 70 times smaller than the maximum
signal shown in Fig.9(a). We stress that the extinction of the
second harmonic shown in Fig. 9(b) is due only to a change in
phase of the fundamental through the dependence on (1, 02)
and occurs even though the resonator length is tuned for

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. Fabry-Perot resonances for the arrangement of Fig. 4 and
expression (15). Second-harmonic power transmitted through mirror
MB is displayed as a function of voltage applied to transducer of MA.
(a) (hl, h2) tuned for maximum UV signal. (b) (hl, h2) tuned for
minimum UV signal. (c) Resonance signal from a single UV wave,
as in Fig. 8. The only distinction between (a) and (b) is the position
of the mirrors Ml, M2.
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- p e - d L t - g
Applied Voltage

Fig. 10. Integrated second-harmonic power versus voltage on
transducers of Ml, M2 as discussed in the text. (a) (hi, h2) are
scanned simultaneously, and (b) h1 is scanned alone to produce a
modulation of coupling efficiency. The horizontal scale is such that
1 major division - 58 nm. When the nonlinear responses of the
transducers are included, the peak-to-peak spacing is X3/2 in (a) and
\3 in (b).

resonance of the second harmonic [from expression (15), =

27rm at the position of the arrows in Fig. 9].
To illustrate more quantitatively these dependences on

relative phase we have recorded in Fig. 10 the integrated UV
response versus drive voltage to the mirrors Ml and M2. The
abscissa can be regarded as distance scanned by the mirrors,
apart from the nonlinearities of the piezoelectrics. Mirrors
Ml and M2 are driven at a rate of about 0.025X/sec, whereas
MA is driven 1,000 times faster. This procedure corresponds
to the simultaneous scanning of 4' (slow) and k3s2 (fast) in
expression (15), which may be written in full as

I (2w) 211 + cos[2k(h 1 + h2) + 2k3s2 + rIITD2E4

R+L (1 - Re-aL) 2 + 4Re-aL sin2
[k3(sI + S2 ) + 'y]

(16)

The vertical signal in Fig. 10 represents the integrated UV
output from the cavity over many sweeps of s2.- The peaks
of the traces in Fig. 10 correspond to the time during which
the heights of the Fabry-Perot peaks are at a maximum, i.e.,
whenever 4 = 2k(hl + h2) + 2k3s2 + Ior = 2pr. We see from
expression (16) for o = (Ir = 0 that, every time s = m(X3 /2),
we have s2 = m (X3/2) -s 1, so that 4' may be written as 2 [m 7r
-k 3s1 + k(h 1 + h2)] whenever the harmonic cavity comes into
resonance. In Fig. 10(a) hi and h2 are moved together with
s, fixed, producing a variation in the phases of the return
fundamental beams and thus a modulation in the intensity

of the second-harmonic resonance through the dependence
on 4 [expression (16)]. If only h, is scanned as in Fig. 10(b),
the rate of change of phase is half as great. A similar trace to

Fig. 10(a) is obtained if 4 is varied through its dependence on
s1. After correcting for the nonlinear response of the piezo-
electric transducers, we find that the periods of the traces in
Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) are the same as those in Fig. 7, again
verifying the interference due to the phase 4 in Eq. (12) and
expression (15). We note in passing that the ratio of circu-
lating UV power inside the cavity in Fig. 10(a) to that obtained
in the absence of the mirrors MA, MB is 100 to 1.

4. CONCLUSION

Our experiment has demonstrated that, in noncollinear sec-
ond-harmonic generation with the nonlinear crystal inside a
Fabry-Perot cavity, the second-harmonic output depends on
the relative phases of the generated second-harmonic beams
(as determined by the two fundamental beams) and the mode
function of the resonant cavity. This statement translates
into a sensitive dependence of the coupling efficiency K on the
absolute position of the cavity relative to the fundamental
beams and relative to the nonlinear crystal. One consequence
of this dependence is that the simple procedure of detuning
a resonator by changing its length will in certain geometries
change the coupling coefficient as well. Although, as em-
phasized in Section 1, these ideas have been previously doc-
umented, we believe that the experiment just described rep-
resents a particularly clean and unambiguous demonstration
of the phase relationships in nonlinear optics.
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